Magnetics – Set 5
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Problems Solved __/ 8

In which direction will the induced current flow for the following configurations:

The three loops of wire shown in the sketch are all in a region of space with a uniform, constant
magnetic field. Loop 1 swings back and forth as the bob on a pendulum; loop 2 rotates about a vertical
axis; and loop 3 oscillates vertically on the end of a spring. Which loop or loops have a magnetic flux
that changes with time?
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Loop 1
Loop 2
Loop 3
Loops 1 and 3
All of the above

For an induced current to appear in a wire loop, which of the following must be true?
a) there must be a large magnetic flux through the loop
b) the loop’s plane must be parallel to the magnetic field
c) the loop’s plane must be perpendicular to the magnetic field
d) the magnetic flux through the loop must vary with time
e) None of the above
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A magnet moved into a coil of wire will induce voltage in the coil. What is the effect of moving a
magnet into a coil with more loops?
a) greater induced voltage
b) lower induced voltage
c) the same induced voltage
d) None of the above

Which of the following will produce a greater induced voltage?
a) moving a magnet into a coil very slowly
b) moving a magnet into a coil very quickly
c) Neither of these actions produces an induced voltage

The magnets shown in the sketch are dropped from rest through the middle of conducting rings. Notice
that the ring on the right has a small break in it, whereas the ring on the left forms a closed loop. As the
magnets drop toward the rings the magnet on the left has an acceleration that is _______ that of the
magnet on the right.
a) more than
b) less than
c) the same as
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An insulating rod pushes a copper loop back and forth. The left edge of the loop, which is always in the
magnetic field, oscillates between x=-L and x=+L, as shown in the top graph. The right edge of the
loop, which includes a light bulb, is always outside the magnetic field.
a. Draw the velocity graph for the loop. Make sure it aligns
with the position graph above it.
b. Draw a graph of the induced current in the loop as a funciotn
of time. Let a clockwise current be positive and
counterclockwise current be negative.
c. Draw a graph of the brightness of the lightbulb as a function
of itme.
NOTE: There are no numbers on the vertical scale. The shape
of each graph is the important result.
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changes with time as shown in the figure. Calculate the magnitude of the induced current in the
following time intervals:
(a) 0 < t < 2.0 s
(b) 2.0 < t < 4.0 s
(c) 4.0 < t < 6.0 s
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The circuit in the figure consists of a flashlight bulb, rated 3.0V/1.5W, and ideal wires with no
resistance. The right wire of the circuit, which is 10 cm long, is pulled at constant speed v through a
perpendicular magnetic field of strength 0.10 T.
a) What speed must the wire have to light the bulb to full brightness?
b) What force is needed to keep the wire moving?
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A rectangular coil with resistance R has N turns
(loops), each of length l and width w as shown in
the figure. The coil moves into a uniform magnetic
field B with constant velocity v. Find the magnitude
and direction of the total magnetic force on the coil
(a) as it enters the magnetic field (i.e. partially
immersed), and (b) as it moves (totally immersed)
within the magnetic field.
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A rectangular coil of N turns and of length a and width b is
rotated at frequency f in a uniform magnetic field ⃑ , as
indicated in the figure. The coil is connected to co-rotating
cylinders, against which metal brushes slide to make contact.
Find the emf in induced in the coil as a function of time.
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The figure shows a rod of length L that is forced to move at constant speed v
along horizontal rails. The rod, rails , and connecting strip at the right form a
conductin loop. The rod has resistance R and the rest of the loop has
negligible resistance. A current I through the long straight wire at distance a
from the lop sets up a (non-uniform) magnetic field through the loop.
a) Find the emf and the current in the loop.
b) Find the magnitude of the force on the rod required to keep it moving at a
constant velocity.
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